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Introduction 

Hello, or perhaps howdy! And welcome the 2018 Breeders’ Cup Compendium, a 

collection of information designed to fast track your awareness of the various facets 

required for a successful Breeders’ Cup wagering expedition. 

For the ninth time, and the first since 2011, BC XXXV (35) returns to Churchill Downs, 

Kentucky. The climate is a lot more akin to Europe at the time of year, and there is a 

chance of moisture in the turf, so the raiding party will be mob-handed and hopeful of a 

big haul. 

The track has a long run, certainly compared to Del Mar last year, from the home turn to 

the finish – almost two furlongs – and track position around the home turn will be crucial, 

especially on the inner turf oval. 

This guide has various sections for each race, as follows: 

✓ Race trends 

✓ Trends grid showing how contenders match up 

✓ Pace analysis 

✓ Key Trials links to race videos on the breederscup.com website 

✓ Form summary 

✓ Contenders, and Possibles 

✓ My pick 

It is, of course, up to you, the reader, how you use the info. Some will treat it as a 

starting point for their own study, others will see it as an end point and follow me in on 

various selections. 

However you decide to use this guide, please bet responsibly (duh!) and remember that 

a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, especially in pursuit of a late night weekend 

winner. ;-) 

All that said, I hope the information within these covers provides for profit as well as fun.  

Right, let’s get to it! 

 

Matt Bisogno  
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Notes 

Some shorthand has been used in the grids within this document, as follows: 

*= a Racing Post Rating, rather than a Beyer speed figure (US rating). The comparison, 

which is not exact, is that RPR is roughly 12-15 points higher than Beyer 

s= ran within four lengths of the leader  

t= turf run 

2 or 3 in ‘G1 winner? Column’ = 2nd or 3rd in a Grade/Group 1 

‘Bullet’ workouts are the fastest timed workouts of the day at a specific track/distance  

CD: Churchill Downs / RW: Road Warrior (has travelled a lot) 

Ran sharp = A reference to finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd, or within 4 lengths of the winner, used 

in the BC bible, Crushing The Cup 

Figs = figures, i.e. Beyer or RPR 

Lasix = a permissible drug in USA that helps prevent horses from bleeding, banned in 

UK 

LTO = Last Time Out 

Wire = a confirmed front runner 

Stalk = a prominent racer 

Rally = a closer, or late runner, normally held up in the early part of the race  

PACE: LR = Last Run, 2LR = 2nd Last Run, 3LR = 3rd Last Run, 4LR = 4th Last Run 

Scores: 4 – LED or less than ½ length from lead; 3 – ½ L to 1 ½ L; 2 – 1 ¾ L – 3 ¼ L; 1 – 3 

½ L+ 

Also Eligible / AE: In preference order, only get a run if others in the main order do not.  

Horse Name2: The 2 after a horse’s name denotes second preference 
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FRIDAY 

7.21 pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf Sprint (5½f, Turf) 

Key Trends (1 renewal to date) 

A new race, which was run for the first time on the undercard last year, and now gets full 

Breeders’ Cup status for the first time. 

✓ First four home were all Euros last year, 1st/3rd coming from last 

✓ Wes Ward’s trio led then faded to 6th, 8th, 12th of 12 

✓ Extra half furlong and longer straight likely to suit Euro sprinters 

✓ Peak RPR’s of 105/110/98/104 for 1st 4 Euro’s home. Winning RPR at Del Mar:105 

✓ Euro 1234 and 7th ran 7-8-6-7-7 (average 7) times. US 5th, 6th, 8th ran 3-4-3 times 

✓ Draw: 9-5-8-7-10-11 (12 ran). Run style of 1st 4: Rear, midfield, rear, midfield 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
It is the case with all the juvenile races that run styles may not yet be fully established. 

Caution is thus advised with what follows.  

Wesley Ward sprinters are generally fast from the gate, and Shang Shang Shang is no 

exception. She may have pace contention, however, from the likes of Bulletin and 

Chelsea Cloisters among others. 

The Euro runners look set to bide their time almost to a man and woman. The most likely 

exception is Soldier’s Call. 
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Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/112963 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
A fascinating race to kick things off and one in which Britain and Ireland have six of the 

twelve scheduled starters. Remarkably, Wesley Ward trains four of the six US horses in 

the field! 

Last year, in the inaugural running of this event (on the undercard), Wes runners were 

first, second and third at the first call; they finished 6th, 8th and 12th (of twelve). 

By contrast, Europe had the 1-2-3-4 with the winner and third being held up until very 

late. That was over five furlongs and I’m working on the basis that something similar will 

happen here over an extra half a furlong. 

The best horse in the race last year was Sound And Silence, who finished second having 

been ridden midfield. The best horse in this year’s race is probably Soldier’s Call, but 

I’d fear for his chance if too much use is made of him early. 

Certainly, the form of his Abbaye third or his Flying Childers win is unimpeachable in 

this crowd, and stall two offers the chance of a fast start and a rail sit. But then will come 

the cavalry: Wesley’s Shang Shang Shang and Chelsea Cloisters, as well as Todd 

Pletcher’s Bulletin, are expected to be fast from the gate and I imagine the first quarter 

will be blazed at an unsustainable tempo. 

If that’s right, any horse hooked into that early sizzle will likely be barbecued by the 

sixteenth pole in a race the complexion of which could change markedly late on. 

Soldier’s Call has to prove he can handle the extra half furlong as well, all his form to 

date being at the minimum. He looks like he will stay, but it’s a bigger challenge if 

embroiled in that duel from the gates. I hope he runs a big race. But I won’t bet him at 

7/2. 

Talk here is of Stillwater Cove being the pick of the Ward quartet. She got found out in 

the Albany at Royal Ascot but returned home to pick up an ungraded stakes race at this 

trip in August before failing to stay a mile in the G1 Natalma last time. She looks the most 

likely of Ward’s to be kept away from the speed and, as such, she may also be the most 

likely to finish off her race. She’s probably slightly overpriced at 25/1. 

Shang Shang Shang is the shangest shortest of the Ward team. She won the Norfolk 

Stakes, a Group 2, against the boys at Royal Ascot but has not been seen since. Her 

recent workouts have been good but not great, and they’ve also been less frequent in 

October. I’m against her, though if she could replicate that Norfolk run, she’d be a 

player. 

Moonlight Romance and Chelsea Cloisters also both ran at Royal Ascot and both 

clunked. Of the pair, Chelsea Cloisters is slightly more interesting, but not if her rider 

puts her into the early pace melting pot. She’s not sufficiently interesting to merit a bet in 

any case. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/112963
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Todd Pletcher runs ‘could be anything’ Bulletin, who is unbeaten in a solitary start. He 

recorded a best of the home team 86 speed figure on that dazzling debut. However, the 

favourite completely missed the break that day and Bulletin was unchallenged 

throughout: while he’s entitled to step forward for the experience, he has little chance of 

getting a similar solo this time around. 

Completing the US team is Mark Casse’s Strike Silver. A three-time starter, his only turf 

run was a win at this trip at Keeneland last time out. And how! This is him far left, in last 

place, at the furlong pole: 

 

And here he is at the line (#2, near side) 
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He has the right (I think!) late running style to be a player so, while that race didn’t 

produce a big speed figure, I don’t especially think this one will either as a result of the 

projected early fizz and late collapse. Strike Silver looks the pick of the Americans. 

Right, now let’s talk about who I think will actually win the race… 

Aidan O’Brien won the inaugural running with a lesser horse than Sergei Prokofiev, but 

in a deeper heat he will probably need the extra class of his entrant this time. SP has 

looked very good on occasion, perhaps none more so than when coming with a 

withering last-to-first run in the G3 Cornwallis Stakes on his most recent start.  

A draw in eight is no hardship as he’ll let the quick ones go on and pick a path off the 

home turn. He won his maiden by 7 ½ lengths on soft ground so the rain ought not to be 

an issue either, should it arrive in large quantities. The trip looks ideal, and I think he’s a 

very decent bet at 4/1 in a race that looks like being run to suit. 

At bigger prices, one who will love deep ground is William Haggas’s Queen Of 

Bermuda. She won a heavy ground Group 3 and was second in a soft ground Group 2, 

both runs coming in her last three starts. She’s not far behind the best of the Europeans 

on ratings and is offered at 20/1 in a place. 

Pocket Dynamo and Well Done Fox were both in behind Sergei Prokofiev in the 

Cornwallis, the latter having few excuses for his 2 ¼ length defeat. Whilst it would be a 

tiny silver lining to the family of Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha, tragically killed in that 

helicopter crash last weekend, the one to take from the race (aside from the winner) is 

Pocket Dynamo. He was all dressed up with nowhere to go, finishing full of run. All 

runners need luck in this race and if he gets it, he too can be competitive for Robert 

Cowell, Joel Rosario and Phoenix Thoroughbreds. One niggle is that all his form so far is 

on a sound surface.  

O’Brien runs a second sprinter in So Perfect, a daughter of Scat Daddy who has placed in 

back to back Group 1’s. That level puts her bang there but, while she won her maiden on 

soft ground (by a nose), I suspect she’s better on a sounder surface. Wayne Lordan gets 

what is a choice Breeders’ Cup ride. 

Trends Contenders:  
Soldier’s Call, Sergei Prokofiev, So Perfect, Queen Of Bermuda 

Form Contenders:  
Soldier’s Call, Sergei Prokofiev, So Perfect, Queen Of Bermuda, Strike Silver 

Juvenile Turf Sprint Selection: 
I’m loathe to put up a short one in any Breeders’ Cup race, such is the consistent strength 

in depth at the meeting. But the 4/1 about Sergei Prokofiev looks very attractive to me. 

He’ll be ridden quietly by Ryan Moore and, if the partnership can keep their heads while 

all about are losing theirs, I see him running down whatever won the speed tussle in the 

first half of the race. 
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It will be an exciting heat to watch and could produce another Euro superfecta, though 

I’ll be including Smart Strike and possibly Stillwater Cove ‘underneath’ in any ambitious 

exotic wagers. 

Suggestion:  

Sergei Prokofiev to win at 4/1 general 
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8.00pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (10 renewals to date) 

✓ 7/8 US winners ran in Miss Grillo or Natalma, ’17 winner exited Jessamine 

✓ US 8 Euro 2 (both Euro in the two non-Lasix years) 

✓ 9/10 finished top 3 or within 1.5L of the winner last time out (exception ran in Miss 

Grillo) 

✓ 9/10 won at 1m+ (exception, Flotilla, 1.5L behind in Arc weekend G1) 

✓ All 10 finished top 3, or within 1.5L of the winner, in a Stakes race 

✓ Frontrunners 1, Prominent 5, Late runners 4 (CD: both ran prominently) 

✓ Layoff: 3wks-2 / 4wks-2 / 5wks-4 / 7wks-2 (Euro 4-5wks) 

✓ Prior Runs: 2-5; 3-1; 4-2; 5-1; 6-1 

✓ 80+ Beyer – 6/8 recorded 81+ (other 2 had only 2 starts) 

✓ 2 Euro winners prepped in G1 races (1st, 1.5L 4th)  

✓ Chad Brown has trained four JFT winners (all in California) , incl. three of the last four 

✓ All US exacta: 5/10   All US trifecta in both CD renewals (Euro 4th both times) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace:  
Again, caution is advised with what follows as run styles are not yet established in these 

unexposed juveniles.  

Newspaperofrecord looks the most likely pace angle: she’s led in both her races to 

date, and won them, and not many of the others have shown an affinity for cutting out the 

fractions hitherto. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/130 for bio’s and race videos 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/130
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Summary: 
The “Chad Brown Juvenile Fillies Turf”... Brown has won this race four times, including 

three of the last four renewals. This time he saddles Newspaperofrecord, undefeated in 

two and a strong favourite to retain her unbeaten record. 

She has followed the tried and trusted Chad route of Saratoga maiden > Belmont Graded 

race, and she has won both of her races more than six lengths. She also won both times 

on a yielding surface which offers hope if it rains. But she is not a sexy price at around 

6/4. I have backed her, at 11/4, but I’d be looking for something else, perhaps each way, 

now her price has contracted. Still, she looks very good. 

Her main market rival is Aidan O’Brien’s Just Wonderful. She has won at a mile and 

looked to have plenty of class when scoring in Group 2 company last time. But she does 

have a high head carriage, and was well beaten the one time she encountered more 

testing ground, though that was the Group 1 Moyglare Stud, so she may have been 

overmatched. O’Brien’s record in this race is as bad as Chad Brown’s is good: he’s never 

won it despite saddling three favourites amongst eleven contenders.  

Indeed Obie’s full form string reads 28540829030. He is too good a trainer for the 

drought to go on much longer, but when asked to bet one of his in the JFT at a shortish 

price, it’s a no from me. 

Concrete Rose won the Jessamine Stakes, a Kentucky trial run at Keeneland. Boxed in a 

little through the home turn, as soon as the gap came she took it, quickly opening up 

three lengths on the field. 

Pakhet, who was second, and the fast finishing third, Belle Laura, re-oppose with the 

latter looking a smidge over-priced at 66/1. She could conceivably make the frame if the 

Jessamine form is better than reasonable. 

Charlie Appleby’s La Pelosa was last seen when a decisive winner of the G1 Natalma 

Stakes at Woodbine. Considered a key trial for the JFT, it may be something of a ‘mark’ 

for the Europeans that a filly beaten in a pair of Group 3’s in Britain was able to repel her 

rivals so comfortably across the pond. The time was unexceptional, however, and it is 

more likely that the Natalma field was a touch soft this season. 

Perhaps the most interesting Euro raider is the Kevin Ryan-trained East. A winner of both 

her starts to date, most recently in decisive fashion in a Saint-Cloud Group 3, she also has 

form on soft ground. If it rains a lot, her outside post will be considered an advantage, 

making 12/1 perfectly fair. 

Similarly priced is Brian Ellison’s The Mackem Bullet, whose second in the Group 1 

Cheveley Park Stakes is excellent form. That was six furlongs on quick ground, though, 

and the daughter of Society Rock has to prove she acts over further and on slower. 

Progeny of the sire have fared well enough at the trip but soft ground has not helped 

them hitherto. 

Lily’s Candle is perhaps a little under-rated. She came from last to first, overcoming 

trouble in the run, to win the Group 1 Prix Marcel Boussac last time, and had previously 
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scored in an ungraded stakes on soft. She was bought with the intention of continuing to 

race in the States. 12/1 is all right. 

The rest probably aren’t good enough, though My Gal Betty won well on yielding 

ground before running up to La Pelosa on much quicker turf; she might benefit from the 

return to softer conditions. 

Trends Contenders:  
Newspaperofrecord 

Form Contenders:  
Newspaperofrecord, Just Wonderful, East, Lily’s Candle 

Juvenile Fillies’ Turf Selection: 
I have had a good bet on Newspaperofrecord. But the price has now gone. She is 

definitely the most likely winner as her price of 6/4 implies.  

Trying to isolate the value against her is tricky. We need a progressive filly, who is tough 

and has high class form in the book. Just Wonderful is too short, though an obvious 

candidate, so I’d be a little more interested in the pair of East and Lily’s Candle at the 

prices. 

The former may go off a bigger price on the day due to what are, in Breeders’ Cup terms, 

unfashionable connections. Indeed, so too might the latter, though her new owner, 

Martin Schwartz, is well known here. 

Suggestion: 

I think Newspaperofrecord will probably win. At least I hope so. But she’s too short. So… 

Back East and/or Lily’s Candle each way, both at 12/1 general 
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8.40pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies (1m½f, Dirt)  

Key Trends (34 renewals to date) 
✓ 14 of the last 16 had 3-5 career starts (exceptions, 2, starts, ’07 and ’17) 

✓ Last 16, career runs: 2-2,3-6,4-5,5+-3 

✓ Layoff: 29/34 were running within 30 days (31/34 5 weeks off or less) 

✓ 27/34 (79%) had a Grade 1, 2 or 3 win, from c.60% of the runners. ’17 winner G1 2nd 

on 2nd start. 3/7 non-qualifiers placed in Frizette (incl. ’17 winner) 

✓ 18/23 fillies improved Beyer when racing 7f+ for 1st time (excludes pre-Beyer BC's 

and winners with no 7f+ form) 

✓ 90+ Beyer = very strong, 80+ 1 or 2 starts = strong 

✓ 31/34 were top 4 or less than 4L behind the winner last time out 

✓ Favourite is 18/34 (53%), 5/8 at CD (63%) 

✓ 21/34 (62%) had NOT won at the distance 

✓ "Look beyond the obvious when trials were slow", favour lightly raced improver 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
With most of these having had either two or three starts to date, and perhaps needing the 

first run, pace position dogma is again not the way forward. That said, based on what we 

know, there could be a few locking up on the front.  

Bellafina, the favourite, is one such, and she may be gunned from her 10 stall; so too are 

Serengeti Empress, Jaywalk, and potentially Vibrance. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/128 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
The first race on the dirt looks like a tricky one: it represents a convergence of east and 

west coast form with no clear steer at this point about which holds sway. 

Ante post favourite, Bellafina, has drawn he widest stall of all and, given her running 

style, may be four wide into the first turn. Her best piece of form was arguably over six 

furlongs in the Sorrento, which could make her vulnerable in a fast-run heat where all of 

her rivals are drawn inside her. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/128
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All that said, she was impressive in the Chandelier last time, pulling away to score 

decisively by 6 ½ lengths from Vibrance. 

That rival has only had two stars on dirt to date – after a turf debut – and may have more 

improvement to come. She’d obviously need to step forward markedly, but with an 

inside draw and a staying pedigree she might be able to make the frame at around 25/1. 

She’d certainly be interesting for those playing trifecta and superfecta (first four home) 

bets. 

Restless Rider has arguably the best east coast form, her Spinaway (G1) second being 

followed up by a solid performance in the G1 Alcibiades at Keeneland. Those two efforts 

tie her in closely with both Sippican Harbor, who beat her in the first named event, and 

Reflect, who was second in the latter. At her current price of around 4/1, she can beat me 

– and may do just that! 

Reflect is a 33/1 shot having failed to win since debut; but she is drawn against the rail, 

perfect for her stalking run style with pace aplenty around her, and has looked better 

with each step up in trip. While I’m not 100% sold on the Alcibiades form in the context of 

this race, Keith Desormeaux’s filly looks the most likely bomber to me, and is certainly 

worth a speculative play at the prices: that last run was a big return to form after being 

drawn very wide the previous twice. She could just go off bigger on the day. 

Sippican Harbor was quietly impressive in the Spinaway (7f). Jockey Joel Rosario rode 

her very patiently but in the end got there convincingly, winning by two lengths going 

away. The step up in trip looks certain to suit, and she’s another who has to be 

considered. However, Rosario jumps ship to Jaywalk, and also, while it was always the 

plan to train up to this race after her Spinaway success, her 63-day layoff is unusually 

long for this race, where a ‘now’ filly is often the way to play. 

So let’s mention Jaywalk, the preference of Jo-el. She’s quick, and won the Frizette going 

away, but that early speed could get her into a skirmish with Serengeti Empress and 

Bellafina amongst others. Trap seven is sub-optimal, too. It’s possible I’ve 

underestimated her but I think the jockey may have made an error in siding with her 

over Sippican. 

Serengeti Empress won by 19 ½ lengths in a Grade 2 romp that was as visually 

impressive as it sounds. Unfortunately, it was less credible on the clock, and she had a 

perfect trip on the front that day. Drawn in two, she may again get the lead, but as 

discussed she’ll have to battle to maintain it in the first half mile. In her favour is that that 

big score was recorded over course and distance. 

Cassies Dreamer was 6 ½ lengths behind Jaywalk last time, but both there and in her 

previous start in the Spinaway (2L 3rd) she didn’t get the best of runs. She’s another 

outsider who couldn’t be discounted from running into the frame if they go mad early. 

Both Splashy Kisses and Baby Nina need a Foinavon incident to have any chance. 

Trends Contenders:  
Restless Rider, Jaywalk, Bellafina 
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Form Contenders:  
Most of them! 

Juvenile Fillies Selection: 
Super tricky stuff. It would be no surprise if the speed fillies – Bellafina, Jaywalk, and 

Serengeti Empress – compromised each other’s chances so, in an open race, I’ll play 

against them on that basis. 

That leaves Restless Rider and Sippican Harbor from the top of the market, the latter 

being twice the price of the former with top class Irad Ortiz, Jr. taking over in the saddle. 

On that value basis, she may be worth an interest. 

It’s a race where I’ll lob a few speculative dollars at trifectas and superfectas, with the 

emboldened pair above in the first and second positions and any/all of Vibrance, 

Cassies Dreamer and Reflect ‘underneath’. 

There will be a couple of shock results over the weekend, and this *could* be one of 

them. 

Suggestions: 

Sippican Harbor at 7/1 Victor / Paddy / Betfair 

Reflect each way at 33/1 Paddy / Betfair 
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9.22pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (11 renewals to date) 
✓ Euro 7 US 4 (2-1 in Kentucky) 

✓ 2-6 runs (9/11 had 3 to 5 runs - Prior Starts: 2-1/3-2/4-5/5-2/6-1) 

✓ 3/4 US won at 1m+, only 2/7 Euro won at 1m (incl ’17 winner, Mendelssohn) 

✓ 1st-3rd Fav 5 from 33 (11 renewals) – Mendelssohn was favourite in ‘17 

✓ 11/11 Top 3 LTO or within 2L of winner 

✓ 0 Front Runner winners (7 CLOSERS, 4 PROMINENT)  

✓ 6 of the 8 Euro winners plus Hootenanny had recorded an RPR of 110+; 2016 winner 

108 LTO 

✓ 7/7 Euro winners placed in G1/2 LTO, or won ungraded stakes; 3 of last 4 Euro 

winners placed in Dewhurst LTO 

✓ 4/4 US winners had won a Stakes and were placed 123 in all Stakes runs 

✓ Euro winners 20-42 days absent (5/7 20 or 21 days); US 20, 35, 49, 68 days absent 

✓ Pilgrim Stakes considered a key prep: got 1st win in ’16, Oscar Performance 

✓ Only 4 WAYI races have produced Juv Turf winner; only ONE WAYI winner has won 

Juv Turf (Sum=Summer Stakes, Pil=Pilgrim, Bou=Bourbon, Cha=Champagne) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Again, not much in the way of front end speed for the juvenile turfers. Mark Johnston’s 

Marie’s Diamond is a possible, though more likely may be War Of Will. A pretty even 

spread of running styles based on the evidence we have to date. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/118 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
For whatever reason, as elusive a race as the Juvenile Fillies Turf has proven for Team 

Europe, the boys’ equivalent has been a much happier hunting ground. Just four of the 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/118
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fourteen starters are British and Irish this year, but they include the top class Anthony 

Van Dyck and the progressive Line Of Duty. 

Anthony Van Dyck, AvD hereafter, is favoured. He has drawn the outside stall and talk 

here is that the turf will be softer closer to the rail. If that comes to pass, AvD has the best 

of it. He also has Ryan Moore to help. 

AvD’s form when third in the Dewhurst and, before that, when second in the National 

Stakes – both Group 1 events – is the best on show. The Dewhurst looked an extremely 

good renewal, with winner Too Darn Hot clear favourite for next year’s 2000 Guineas. 

Three of Europe’s seven Juvenile Turf winners were placed in the Dewhurst on their most 

recent start.  

Moreover, AvD won a Group 2 on soft turf offering confidence that he’ll handle the track, 

regardless of going. He looks borderline playable at 11/4. 

Line Of Duty bids to emulate Outstrip, Charlie Appleby’s 2013 Juvenile Turf winner, for 

the boys in blue squad. He’s looked nicely progressive, albeit at a level below what AvD 

has achieved. His career highlight so far is a Group 3 score over nine furlongs: to my eye 

that may neither be quite good enough nor demonstrate the requisite pace needed for 

this job even on wet ground. At 7/2 he can beat me if he’s able. 

It’s then 10/1 bar two making for a nice shape for each way punters.  

I’m not that keen on either Arthur Kitt or The Black Album. The former was found out in 

the Royal Lodge and has yet to race on softer than good; while the latter was all out to win 

a seven-furlong Group 3 last time. In fairness, he did win it, and he has form with divots 

flying but I think I’d rather find an American horse which is over-priced with the UK 

books. 

Forty Under is the obvious one: a tidy winner of the Group 3 Pilgrim Stakes, the race 

which 2016 victor, Oscar Performance, romped en route to his Breeders’ Cup Juvenile 

Turf. Jockey Manny Franco bided his time, saving ground in the process, and when the 

split came his horse skipped through it and was gone. That was yielding turf though he 

seems to have a top of the ground action as far as my, granted untutored, eye could tell. 

Todd Pletcher, whose record at Churchill Downs Breeders’ Cups is very good, saddles 

Current. Winner of the Bourbon Stakes, another recognised domestic trial, last time by a 

nose, that doesn’t tell the full story. The son of Curlin was still 5 ½ lengths back at the 

final call and fairly rattled home in the last half furlong to mow his rivals down on the line. 

He is two from two at trips at or around a mile but I’m not sure how he’ll handle the mud. 

Marie’s Diamond broke his maiden on heavy, but that was at five furlongs and he’s not 

raced at beyond three-quarters of a mile in nine juvenile starts. He brings solid Group 

form to the party but  might have been better going in the Juvenile Turf Sprint. 

I’m struggling to make a case for the rest, with the Zuma Beach form (King Of Speed 

beat Much Better) perennially not good enough. Indeed, there is yet to be a west coast 

winner of the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf. 
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Trends Contenders:  
Anthony van Dyck, Forty Under, Current 

Form Contenders:  
Anthony Van Dyck, Line Of Duty, Forty Under, Current 

Juvenile Turf Selection:  
It’s possible I’ve missed something in amongst them here, but this looks a really good 

opportunity for AvD. He has the best form, stays the trip, handles the ground and has an 

‘out of trouble’ draw (hopefully). 

Suggestions: 

Back Anthony van Dyck at 11/4 general 
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10.05pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile (1m ½f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (34 renewals so far) 
✓ 32/34 ran 123 or within 4L of the winner last time out  

✓ Look for solid workouts, especially off a longer (35+ day) layoff 

✓ 17 of the last 25 winners posted a new Beyer top LTO  

✓ 16 of last 22 winners improved their Beyer racing at 7f+ for the first time 

✓ Uncoupled entries won in 2010, 2013 and 2015 

✓ 4/8 favourites have won at Churchill Downs Breeders’ Cups 

✓ Champagne Stakes and Breeders’ Futurity responsible for 5/8 CD Juvenile winners 

✓ American Pharoah Stakes (formerly FrontRunner/Norfolk) 0/8 at CD 

✓ Prior runs of US winners since 2000: 2: 5 (including 3 of last 7), 3: 4, 4: 6 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Similar to the Juvenile Fillies, these lightly raced colts may not yet have developed clear 

pace preferences so what follows is no more than moderately informed conjecture 

(actually, that’s a fair summary of this entire document!). 

Chad Brown’s Complexity has led in both starts to date; Well Defined also wants to go 

on, as he has done in three of four outings thus far. Chuck in Tight Ten inside that pair, 

Mind Control just outside, and possibly Topper T and you have the makings of a burn 

up. This could be interesting!  

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/121 for bio’s and race videos     

Summary: 
The Juvenile may be a more open race than the betting has it. My in, as with many of the 

juvenile races, is to chuck out any runner which looks to be compromised by the pace 

setup. In this case, the horses drawn four to seven all appear to be ‘need the lead’ types. 

It is perfectly credible that one or more of them backs out of the likely drag race, but 

impossible to predict. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/121
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One of the quartet, flanked by early speed, is second favourite, Complexity. Chad 

Brown’s first string went wire to wire last time in the G1 Champagne Stakes, but he hasn’t 

scared off the second that day, Code Of Honor, from having another crack. 

COH got an awful start, conceding fully ten lengths to the winner at the first call. 

Remarkably, he closed that margin to three lengths at the finish in spite of a wide trip 

throughout. The problem for Shug McGaughey’s son of Champion Stakes winner and 

Frankel brother, Noble Mission, is that he again has a wide berth to overcome. I liked 

this chap prior to the draw, and have backed him already, but I am put off by stall eleven. 

Back to those inside speedsters, and perhaps Well Defined, the Florida representative, 

will have the ‘speed of the speed’. Drawn five, he seemingly has only to clear Tight Ten 

inside him to get the rail and will attempt to make all thereafter most likely. 

He only won in ungraded company last time but could do no more than prevail by 7 ½ 

lengths in a fast time. He won’t have it all his own way here, and that ought to be that. 

Drawn in four, Tight Ten’s major role looks to be pace spoiler for those drawn 

immediately to his right. He may prevent Well Defined from getting the rail, with others 

forced into wider trips if attempting to hook up early. 

Mind Control appears to have the worst of it, with three very fast horses inside him 

likely to preclude any claim for early supremacy. He duelled for the lead last time, 

eventually coming out on top; but that was seven furlongs with one pace rival, and this is 

eight-and-a-half furlongs with multiple pace rivals: the revised combination probably 

cooks him. 

Favourite for the Juvenile is Bob Baffert’s Game Winner, a perfect three from three so 

far. Box nine is probably fine for a horse that has been versatile tactically in his short 

career to date. He notched the biggest speed figure in the field when coming away from 

the re-opposing Gunmetal Gray in a G1 last time, winning authoritatively. 

He’s a legitimate favourite and could go off shorter than his current 7/4 quote. Having 

done my brains last year on Bolt d’Oro in this race, I’m loathe to pile into a shortie again. 

Jerry Hollendorfer saddles Gunmetal Gray, and is sufficiently unconvinced by the jolly 

to also ship Dueling in, both having run second to Game Winner this season. 

The first named slightly missed the break in that G1 last time but was no match for 

Baffert’s bubba. Box twelve hardly assists in the form reversal mission. Possibly more 

interesting is Dueling, who has trap one from which to track the expected searing early 

gallop. He’s only won a maiden so far, but his form in three runs ties in closely with 

Grade 1 horses, including Game Winner, who beat him six lengths over six furlongs on 

his penultimate start. 

Hollendorfer’s runner improved for the step up when three lengths and more too good 

over a mile at Santa Anita last time. The time was good but not great, meaning he needs 

to find a fair bit more. It’s not impossible, but it is probably unlikely even if he does 

figure to get the run of the race. 
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The Breeders’ Futurity has been a good trial for the race at this venue, providing two 

Churchill winners. Interestingly, perhaps, both those victors were beaten in the prep 

race. That might offer hope to fans of Signalman and perhaps especially Standard 

Deviation, second and third respectively behind Knicks Go, the shock Breeders’ Futurity 

winner this year. 

Knicks Go found himself in front and stayed there last time but has limited prospects of a 

repeat from stall ten here. His two career wins have come when leading while his form 

when further back early is 53. 

Signalman had a great trip from stall that last day but was nowhere near good enough to 

take his rival down. It is difficult to see him reversing the form. 

The interesting one could be Chad Brown’s second string, Standard Deviation. He ran a 

very big race in the Breeders’ Futurity, having lost ten lengths at the start and then been 

forced wide throughout. It is interesting that Brown has entered him, making 20/1 

tempting each way if he can get anything like a clean run round. 

The other pair, Topper T and Mr. Money, look outclassed. 

Trends Contenders:  
Game Winner, Complexity, Code Of Honor 

Form Contenders:  
Complexity, Game Winner, Code Of Honor, Standard Deviation 

Juvenile Selection:  
Game Winner looks pretty solid here. He will avoid the early punch up, has a 

reasonable draw, and brings the highest speed figure to the party. None of this has been 

missed by the market, so the question is whether you want to take 7/4 about his chance. 

I don’t, mainly because of last year’s bitter experience, though I wouldn’t put anyone off 

backing him if so inclined. He is comfortably the most likely winner. 

If the speed meltdown fails to manifest, which I think is unlikely, Complexity has an 

obvious form chance as well; and it was an eye-catching effort in behind that day from 

Code Of Honor. If he can somehow buy himself luck in running from stall nine, he will 

stay well, but his price has gone too short now. 

But perhaps the pick of the prices, each way at least, is Standard Deviation. There is a 

chance that he is simply not good enough, with his ratings being inferior to many in the 

field; but he’s a battler and he stays well, and – most notably of all – Chad Brown, last 

year’s winning trainer, is prepared to roll the dice with him. If Chad is, so am I. 

Suggestion: 

Standard Deviation each way at 20/1 
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SATURDAY 

4.00pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Sprint (7f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (11 renewals so far) 
✓ Age: 4-6; 5-4; 6-1 (3yo's 0 from 31 to date, incl 11/10 fav in ’17, unplaced; last 10 

winners all 4 or 5 yo) 

✓ 10/11 finished in the top 3, or within 3L of the winner, last time (not ’17 winner) 

✓ 8/11 won at 7f; 4/11 2+ wins at 7f 

✓ 9/11 won or were 2nd in a G1 (2017 winner 2nd 7f G1 2 years earlier!) 

✓ TCA at Keeneland is a key prep (albeit over 6f) – Golden Mischief/Chalon/Miss 

Sunset/Happy Like A Fool 1-2-4-5 in '18 

✓ PID Masters also key race – form surprisingly not represented this year 

✓ Surface switch (synth or turf to dirt) : 7/11 winners 

✓ Fav 3/11, 2nd fav 2/11, 3rd fav 0/11. 6/11 4th or lower in the betting 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Anonymity, Finley’sluckycharm, Mia Mischief, Happy Like A Fool and Selcourt are 

all fast starters. Consequently, this is expected to be rapid early, and I’ll be looking to 

something coming from off the pace, probably from midfield, to grind the pacers down. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/129 for bio’s and race videos   

Summary: 
A competitive field with some interesting trends to help whittle the field. Firstly, none of 

the 31 3yo’s to contest the race has won. That sizeable group includes strongly fancied 

runners like Unique Bella and Artemis Agrotera. One fine day, a three-year-old will win 

the Filly & Mare Sprint but, until that day – and perhaps after it, I’m looking for more 

mature ladies. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/129
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Nine of the eleven FM Sprint winners won or were second in a Grade 1. This year, only 

four runners qualify on that stat. It’s not a killer blow but it is a class knock. 

The Thoroughbred Club of America Stakes (TCA) has been a key trial, with five winners 

since 2009 having been in the frame in that contest. That’s a plus for Golden Mischief and 

Chalon, who finished 1-2 in that six furlong contest. 

Favoured here is Bob Baffert’s Marley’s Freedom. She’s unbeaten in three since being 

claimed by big bad Bob, most recently taking the Grade 1 Ballerina Stakes at Saratoga 

(7f). She has the top speed figure in the race and looks a likely winner if she can 

negotiate a potentially trappy draw in 13 of 14. 

Second choice is the long absent John Sadler mare, Selcourt. She’s only managed six 

runs in two seasons, three in each of this and last year, but she has progressed from race 

to race and was an impressive wide margin winner in a Grade 2 last time. 

She is very tough on the lead but, as this race shapes up, she’ll need to be to see off 

multiple expected pace challenges. Trap one is not always an advantage from the chute, 

with the cutaway offering an escape path for errant runners; but Selcourt is lightning from 

the stalls and normally straight as an arrow too. 

She’ll be the first to attempt to end the Sadler hoodoo: he’s famously 0 from 41 at the 

Breeders’ Cup, and this year he brings three horses in the top two in their race markets 

(Catalina Cruiser and Accelerate the other pair).  

I don’t like the layoff, and I don’t like the projected early burn up. Consequently, I don’t 

fancy Selcourt; but she’ll be some sight if she does manage to prevail. She has been very 

well backed, more than halving in price in the last week, so she must be working well. 

Finley’sluckycharm was ninth in this race last year, and she was only seventh last time. 

Those two duds mean she’s plenty short enough as the third choice in the betting. She 

does have a monstrous six-from-seven record at Churchill Downs, though the defeat was 

her most recent effort at the track. She will likely get involved in the early scrap, too. It 

would be somewhat disappointing if she was able to win against a number of promising 

and unexposed fillies and mares. 

Golden Mischief and Chalon are more interesting for me. The former has won her last 

three, most recently that key trial, the TCA, from Chalon. It was a fine ride and she was 

all out over the six panels there; looking at her form it doesn’t inspire confidence that 

she’ll see out a rapidly run seven.  

Chalon on the other hand might. Arnaud Delacour’s four-year-old has been fairly lightly 

campaigned, finishing in the frame in ten of her twelve starts (five wins, four seconds). 

The combination of her draw and early tactical speed means Javier Castellano could get 

a perfect stalking trip allowing his filly to possibly outrun odds of 25/1. 

Just a length and a quarter back in fourth in the TCA was Miss Sunset. She’s battle 

hardened with ten wins from 19 lifetime runs, and she has high class seven furlong form, 

including a fast-finishing nose second in the Grade 1 Madison Stakes earlier this year. 
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That form line puts her in the mix here if she gets a clean break – she has fast starters 

either side. She comes here relatively fresh on her third start off a layoff. 

Steve Asmussen, trainer of Gun Runner prior to that one’s retirement, has Mia Mischief 

entered. She’s a three-year-old, which I don’t like, and she’ll probably get involved in 

the early dash; but she has decent form including two wins and two seconds from four 

starts at Churchill Downs. In fact, her best run on the figures was a Grade 2 victory over 

course and distance. Still, I fear she’ll be compromised by her run style, if not her age. 

If you like tilting at windmills, you might take a second look at the Floridian raider, 

Stormy Embrace. Kathleen O’Connell’s four year old has been mainly mopping up in 

ungraded competition, but did blitz a seven furlong Grade 2 at Gulfstream Park by six 

lengths two starts back. She’d need to be rated away from the speed and, if so doing, 

could cause a mild shock by hitting the board. 33/1 is her UK quote but she might go off 

bigger on the day. 

And an unconsidered improver from the Mark Casse barn is the three-year-old 

Shamrock Rose, who comes here off the back of three straight wins, the most recent of 

which was a decisive Grade 2 score at this distance. Her numbers are nothing to shout 

about, but she’s been getting it done and by clear daylight. If you want to back a three-

year-old to break the hoodoo, you may as well demand a price. She’s 33/1. 

The rest probably aren’t good enough, though last year’s winner was 66/1..! 

Trends Contenders:  
Marley’s Freedom, Miss Sunset, Golden Mischief 

Form Contenders:  
Marley’s Freedom, Selcourt, Golden Mischief 

Filly and Mare Sprint Selection: 
This race is a real head scratcher. On the one hand, Marley’s Freedom is much the best 

and should be suited by how things pan out. Maybe she just wins, albeit at around 6/4. 

On the other hand, the average winning Beyer figure for the last five renewals was just 

96, which brings in much of the field. Add a possible pace meltdown and we could be in 

‘bomb’ territory. In what will, for me, be a very light betting heat, I’m going to take a 

chance on a couple of huge prices that are more likely to finish last than first but that fit 

the category of ‘overlooked recent winners’. 

They are Shamrock Rose, who may simply be nowhere near good enough but whose 

progression through the ranks in her last three spins has been notable; and Stormy 

Embrace, a seven furlong specialist who has won four from six in 2018. 

Like I say, tentative speculative stuff in a race the jolly might well win. 

Suggestions: 

Back Shamrock Rose and/or Stormy Embrace each way both at 33/1 general 
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4.38pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf Sprint (5½f, Turf) 

Key Trends (10 renewals so far) 
✓ 8/10 were already distance winners (check for specific 5½f distance form) 

✓ Age 3-1; 4-4; 5-3; 6-1; 8-1 (all largely in line with representation) 

✓ 8/10 winners were top 3 or within 3L of the winner last time out (not ’17 winner) 

✓ 8/10 had 99+ Beyer; 10/10 96+ Beyer 

✓ 9/10 had 4+ starts in year 

✓ 9/10 had a 28+ day layoff (’17 winner off for 147 days!) 

✓ 10/10 placed in Graded Stakes (6/10 WON Graded Stakes) 

✓ Europeans 0 from 9 so far (small sample, can’t be dogmatic) 

✓ Favourite is 4/10 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Not a huge amount of obvious early pace in here, but still a fair bit. Conquest Tsunami 

is a confirmed front-runner, and World Of Trouble adopts that role frequently, too. They 

are both drawn wide, in stalls 11 and 14. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/124 for bio’s and race videos    

Summary: 
A very trappy race where the story usually changes markedly in the final half furlong. 

Things to look for are form at the specific 5 ½ furlong distance, an ability to handle some 

cut in the ground, and probably a late running style. 

Disco Partner is just about favoured. He’s been third in three of four races at the trip, 

including a couple on soft ground. He runs from midfield and has competitive numbers to 

be in the shake up, but he’s unappealing at the price. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/124
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Likewise second choice, Stormy Liberal. He won the race last year, but that was on firm 

turf at Del Mar and half a furlong shorter. I doubt he’ll be inconvenienced to much by the 

extra 110 yards, but he has no form from 29 starts on soft ground. He’ll give you a buzz if 

he’s there at the death, mind: his last five wins have been by a head, a nose, a nose, a 

head and a neck! 

A bit more interesting but still not much of a price is Jason Servis’ World Of Trouble. 

This three-year-old has only had seven races in his career, winning four of them, 

including over this range on yielding turf. He’s not a complete ‘need the lead’ type but 

should be close to the pace and his form this year is progressive. 

The raiding party are represented by Lost Treasure and Havana Grey. The latter is 

talented as he showed when winning the Group 1 Flying Five two back; while that might 

be the weakest G1 in Europe right now, it was a second Group race victory in his last five 

starts, and it was achieved on yielding turf. He also won the Molecomb on soft as a two-

year-old so underfoot conditions should be no issue. It remains to be seen how he 

handles running around a turn however, something he’s yet to encounter in 15 races. 

The quirky Lost Treasure is quite interesting. He needs to be delivered very late as he 

slams on the brakes as soon as he hits the front, but he travels very well, handles soft 

ground, and has Ryan Moore back on for the first time since his maiden victory seven 

runs ago. He has class and talent, finishes late and will get assistance from the top jockey: 

chances. 

We got a glimpse of Bucchero earlier in the season when he shipped over for the King’s 

Stand Stakes at Royal Ascot. He was far from disgraced in a five length fifth to Blue Point 

and Battaash and he was second on his only soft ground start. He’ll be down by the 

hedge angling for a run late. 

So too will the filly, Ruby Notion. She also ran at Royal Ascot, albeit as a two-year-old in 

2015, and she has recent form on soft when winning an ungraded stakes at this 5 ½ 

furlong distance very comfortably. If she can get a run, she might give the boys a fright. 

Drawn widest of all might be an advantage on a track where the inside rail could be a 

little deeper, so Conquest Tsunami commands inspection on that basis alone. Trained 

by sprint king, Peter Miller, this six-year-old hasn’t raced at such a short distance since 

his juvenile year in 2015 and was whacked on his only soft ground start. Not for me. 

One of two distance specialists in the field is Chanteline, whose form at the intermediate 

trip in the last year reads 11211. The 2 was when second to Ruby Notion on soft and I like 

her profile: although she’s six, with 26 races to her name, she only converted to turf in 

her last ten races and even then only seven have been on the lawn, where she’s won 

four. With a middle post and a midfield run style she may figure late. 

The other distance specialist is Will Call, who has three wins and two second places 

from seven runs at the trip. He’s also two from two on the grass at Churchill but he does 

have a little to find on figures, and he was well beaten on his only try on soft. 

Richard’s Boy was beaten a head in the race last year and has been in similar form this 

term. The west coaster’s sole start on softer than good was a solid fifth in the Al Quoz 
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Sprint in Meydan, on a yielding track. He has a wide draw and can track the main pace 

horses into contention; perhaps he’ll hang on for a place. 

Vision Perfect and Rainbow Heir are two more from the Servis barn, but they look less 

well served by the rain in the turf. 

Trends Contenders:  
Ruby Notion, Disco Partner 

Form Contenders:  
World Of Trouble, Havana Grey, Lost Treasure, Vision Perfect 

Turf Sprint Selection: 
A very interesting betting puzzle where an ability to handle the ground might separate 

the contenders from the pretenders. World Of Trouble, Ruby Notion, Lost Treasure and 

Havana Grey are on my shortlist, and I couldn’t put you off any of them. 

The last named has yet to race around a turn, which tempers my enthusiasm, so I’ll be 

playing the other three. 

Suggestions: 

Back World Of Trouble to win at 6/1 Bet Victor 

Back Lost Treasure 12/1 general and/or Ruby Notion 20/1 bet365 both each way 
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5.16pm GMT: Breeders Cup Dirt Mile (1m, Dirt) 

Key Trends (11 renewals to date) 
✓ 10/11 ran in a Grade 1 or 2 last time out (’17 winner 2nd in G3 LTO) 

✓ All 11 notched at least one 100+ Beyer in their last two races 

✓ 8/11 had 5+ runs in the year, 7/11 had 6+ runs in year (’17 winner: 9 runs) 

✓ Seasonal run breakdown: 3-2/4-1/5-1/6-2/8-2/9-2/10-1 

✓ Layoff: 10/11 27-42 days  

✓ 7/11 'turned back' in distance (2/4 exceptions were Goldencents) [may not favour 

‘turn back’ around a one turn mile such as CD] 

✓ Top 3 favourites: Fav 2/11; 2nd fav 2/11; 3rd fav 1/11 [6/11 outside top 3 in betting] 

✓ Age 3-3/4-6/5-1/6-1 = 9/11 3 or 4yo (8/11 4yo+) 

✓ 10/11 had won a Graded Stakes 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Strong favourite, Catalina Cruiser, wants to get on with things, which isn’t aided by the 

widest draw of all. He will have to contend with Trigger Warning, who is probably not 

good enough to beat Cat C but could play the role of ‘spoiler’ from trap 2. This may set 

up for a mid-pack closer if the favourite is asked for too much too soon. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/123 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
An interesting race which centres around the unbeaten in four lifetime, Catalina 

Cruiser. He was very impressive in winning Grade 2’s at Del Mar the last twice, and has 

recorded three 103+ speed figures in a row coming in to this. But he does have questions 

to answer. 

First, there’s John Sadler’s record at Breeders’ Cup, which is 0 from 41, including plenty 

of fancied runners. Next is the lack of a run at a flat mile (though he has won at shorter 

and longer); then there’s the absence of any Grade 1 action on his CV, something no Dirt 

Mile winner attempted to overcome in the eleven renewals to date. 

Further, he has the outside stall, ten, against the biggest field he’s so far faced and vying 

with a speed horse in stall two. Finally, no horse has faced to date has been good enough 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/123
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to get into a Breeders’ Cup race this year: he has, frankly, been bashing up inferior rivals 

– albeit bashing them up good and proper. 

Catalina Cruiser is a big imposing horse who could pulverise these, but he has plenty 

still to answer for an 11/8 shot, and I’m looking elsewhere.  

One I like is City Of Light. He’s been versatile as regards trip, winning over nine 

furlongs and running a big race over seven (G1) last time, having had a bad run through. 

He’s run five consecutive 102+ speed figures, including 107 and 106, and has two wins, a 

2nd and a 3rd from four runs in Grade 1 company. Stall 1 is imperfect but he should be 

able to stalk with a pace horse outside him. I’ve backed him at 12’s and 8’s and, with 

many of his prospective rivals now out of the race, he is still just about playable at 7/2. 

He’s the most obvious threat to the favourite. 

Firenze Fire has some big runs in his year, too. He failed to stay on the Kentucky Derby 

trail early in the season, but threw down a huge effort in a Grade 3 over a mile in July. 

Since then, he was a close third in a G1 before narrowly prevailing in a six furlong G3. 

The recent form would be an unconventional prep for the Dirt Mile, but he’s three from 

four at the trip and represents a trainer with a ridiculous 32% win rate in 2018. 8/1 is a 

fair price. 

Also on 8/1 is Seeking The Soul, a winner of his last two at Churchill, including a Grade 

1 this time last year. His record at the one turn mile here is 121, the most recent of which 

was the Grade 3 Ack Ack Stakes last time out. He did bomb out in the G1 Woodward the 

time before but I’d be inclined to forgive that given his track form. He ought to be 

competitive, with two 100 Beyers to his name in 2018. 

Bravazo was being aimed at the Classic, which makes sense given he looks very much 

like he wants further than a mile, and he doesn’t really fit here. He folded very tamely in 

the Parx Derby last time and he wouldn’t be for me off the back of that. 

Of more interest at a price might be Isotherm. It was a big effort when 3rd in a Grade 1 

over nine furlongs last time: the first two there are single figure prices in the Classic, 

while this lad is 28’s in here. He wasn’t that far behind – maybe five lengths – at the mile 

distance, with the turn back in trip expected to suit.  

Prior to that he had a tough trip in a minor stakes race but, with the rail to help here, he 

might be interesting. 

Giant Expectations is not on my mind despite a fair effort in the Ack Ack behind 

Seeking The Soul last time and a big 106 in a Grade 2 four back. Neither do I like 

Awesome Slew, who has back class but has been well beaten in all five fast track 

contests this year. Seven Trumpets doesn’t seem to stay a mile and looks set to be 

rumbled by the pace scenario here, meaning he too is off the list. 

That leaves big outsider, Trigger Warning. He may well lead at the first call, and he ran 

well behind McKinzie (Classic second favourite) before wilting late on. He’s a three-

year-old who has kept good company this term, and he’s rolled back in trip in his last 

two starts: from 10f in the Travers (didn’t stay) to 9f in the Parx Derby (didn’t stay) to this 
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flat mile. If he can hold his own down the long back stretch with Catalina Cruiser, he 

might offer a run for a penny at tote-tilting odds. 

Trends Contenders:  
City Of Light, Isotherm 

Form Contenders:  
City Of Light, Catalina Cruiser, Firenze Fire, Seeking The Soul 

Dirt Mile Selection:  
This looks a good race, with the market made by the favourite, Catalina Cruiser. He can 

win, for sure, but is too short with the many questions he has to answer. 

City Of Light is twice the price with far fewer questions, albeit he has less upside 

potential too. He’s a solid looking alternative to the jolly. 

I can see the case for Firenze Fire as well, and he may reward each way support at 8/1, 

but I think I want to have a tiny nibble at Isotherm each way. He has a good profile, a 

good draw and a good place chance though he does finding winning tough. 

Suggestion: 

City Of Light at 7/2 William Hill 

Isotherm each way at 28/1 bet365 
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6.04pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Turf (1m1f, Turf) 

Key Trends (19 renewals to date) 
✓ US 11 Europe 8 

✓ 8/8 US winners 1st/2nd LTO; 2/3 ex-Euro imports 1st LTO; 1/8 Euro 1st LTO! 

✓ Layoff: US/import 10/11 35 days or less; Euro, anything goes! 

✓ Age: 3: 5 (all Euro, including 2016 & 2017 winners); 4: 8; 5: 4; 6+: 1 

✓ US have won 5 of last 8 and 7 of last 11 

✓ 17/19 - 4-7 runs this season (other 2 had 3 starts, incl 2014 winner) 

✓ 8 of 11 US winners had a race at Keeneland that season 

✓ US 3 Euro 1 at CD. Euro at least 2nd in 3 of 4, at least 3rd in all four. 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Not a race that typically favours a front-runner, and not a race where there is an obvious 

‘hare’ in any case. Gavin Cromwell’s Princess Yaiza might be gifted the lead and that 

may not be a terrible place to be in spite of history: there will be numerous others 

scrambling for racing room in the last three furlongs. Chad Brown saddles FIVE, and may 

send one forward – perhaps 66/1 chance Thais. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/127 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
It’s not unusual for Breeders’ Cup turf races to be awash with hard luck stories at the best 

of times so, with a perceived lack of pace, this could be messy. The best filly in last 

year’s race was Lady Eli, but she got struck into and was denied a clear passage leaving 

Wuheida to pick up the pieces. 

Charlie Appleby trained Wuheida and he also trains this year’s jolly, Wild Illusion. 

Indeed, Appleby has a remarkable BC record: as well as Wuheida he also trained 

Outstrip to win the Juvenile Turf, with his only other runner, Masar, going on to win the 

Derby! 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/127
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As such Wild Illusion needs taking very seriously. She was second in the Oaks on soft 

ground as well as winning the G1 Prix Marcel Boussac as a juvenile, also on soft, and 

more recently she won the Prix de l’Opera on Arc day and the Nassau Stakes at Glorious 

Goodwood. Any one of those form lines would give her a fine chance but, collectively, 

they make her the clear pick on performance history. She just needs to get a clear run. 

Chad Brown saddles five – five! – the pick of which may be Sistercharlie. She was 

second in the French Oaks last year when trained by Henri-Alex Pantall and she’s won 

three Grade 1’s in America from four 2018 starts. But she was well beaten on her sole 

start on slow ground. 

Dermot Weld’s Eziyra loves the mud! Her record on softer than good reads 2112111, a 

sequence which includes four Group 2 and 3 wins. She is not quite as good as Wild 

Illusion but she is four times the price and has solid place chances at least. 

Magic Wand is the choice of Ryan Moore, but she has moderate form on deeper turf: in 

three tries she’s finished 734, whereas on quicker her form is 115522. She was closest to 

Wild Illusion in the Opera but that was on fast ground, and I don’t really rate her chance 

that highly unless the turf dries out a lot. 

Chad’s next best, and perhaps the one with the most optimal combination of class and 

soft turf form, is Fourstar Crook. Her form ties in closely with Sistercharlie, 

notwithstanding that she has finished a place behind that one a couple of times (and a 

place in front of her once) in a trio of 1-2 finishes for the pair. Given the race conditions 

she could turn the tables, something she’s thrice the price to do. 

A Raving Beauty didn’t really like the wet when trained in Germany, and I don’t expect 

she’ll like it now either, which is a pity as she’s got two Grade 1 scores this term. Both 

were at shorter trips however. 

I salute Gavin Cromwell’s leftfield play in bringing Princess Yaiza over for this. She won 

a Group 2 on good to soft last time, backing up placed efforts on soft and heavy 

immediately prior. She might get a soft lead unless one or more of the Chad’s goes 

forward and, while that has not often been the right run style to get the job done, she 

would at least be out of trouble when others are clambering over each other for racing 

room. She’s quietly progressive and not without a place chance. 

Adam Beschizza, who has been making a great name for himself out here, rides Mom’s 

On Strike, a mare who is probably not quite good enough but who will love the ground. 

It would be fantastic to see Adam get a Breeders’ Cup win but he’ll be a fairly chunky 

price to achieve that. 

I don’t give the rest much hope. 

Trends Contenders:  
Wild Illusion, Princess Yaiza, A Raving Beauty 

Form Contenders:  
Wild Illusion 
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Filly and Mare Turf Selection: 
Although there is scope for a messy and frustrating outcome, the clear form pick is Wild 

Illusion. She’ll relish the ground, has multiple form lines that make her the best filly in the 

race and, well, granted luck in transit she should just win. 

Suggestion: 

Back Wild Illusion to win at 2/1 general 
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6.46pm GMT: Breeders Cup Sprint (6f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (34 renewals to date) 
✓ Since 2007, the BC Sprint winners came into the race with a combined 68/132 lifetime 

win record (52%). ’17 winner Roy H ‘only’ 5/16 

✓ Last 24 winners had at least 50% 1-2 strike rate at 6f 

✓ 32/34 won a G1-3 that season 

✓ 1+ 6f wins AND ran sharp 7f last 12 months a solid recent angle 

✓ 19 of the last 25 had 2+ 6f wins that season 

✓ 12 of the last 20 winners were 50%+ lifetime winners 

✓ 27/34 had 5+ seasonal races (5/7 exceptions were trained by Bob Baffert), but 11 of 

last 14 had 5 or fewer seasonal starts 

✓ 18 of last 24 winners showed a bullet workout (not ’17 winner, Roy H) 

✓ Highest average exacta payoff of ALL BC races  

✓ Highest average win payoff of ALL BC races 

✓ Bob Baffert is the King of the Layoff/lightly raced runners (see ‘Baff’ below) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Distinctive B, Promises Fulfilled, and Warrior’s Club may all clash early. If they do, 

their chances of being involved late are compromised. When you consider that Imperial 

Hint has also led in two of his last four starts, and I’ll be siding with a more patiently 

ridden rival. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/125 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
The shortest field of the weekend for the Sprint, with a number of possible runners 

heading to the Dirt Mile or, in the case of Mind Your Biscuits, to the Classic. 

Still it’s a compelling race, as last year’s 1-2 are joined by a number of aspirants in what 

looks certain to be a hard race early and an even harder race late. 

Imperial Hint, last year’s runner up, is the favourite. He raced on the lead before being 

gunned down by Roy H then, illustrating a tendency to be very close to or setting the 

speed. That looks a precarious tactic in a race where others want to play likewise, 

including two horses inside him and one close by to his right. He’ll probably be ‘the 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/125
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speed of the speed’ but how much energy he deploys in claiming those bragging rights 

will dictate what is left to fend off late runners in the final furlong. Too short to play at 7/4. 

His nemesis from last year’s renewal, Roy H, is his closest market rival. He recorded a 

couple of 111 Beyer’s in 2017 but hasn’t been quite at that level in just four 2018 races. 

Even with a brace of 105’s that makes him competitive in a race where a speed meltdown 

could mean a middling finishing figure. He’ll stay away from the early battle and will 

prepare for a late rally. 

I backed Promises Fulfilled for this after his Allan Jerkins win in late August but I fear 

the Dale Romans-trained speedster’s need for the lead will prove his undoing: he’s been 

in front at the first call in nine of his ten career starts! 

Interestingly, perhaps, the one time he was ‘only’ second at the first call, he notched his 

biggest speed figure (108) in a facile victory. In his favour is that he has the speed for the 

six furlongs of this race and has also performed very well at 6 ½ and 7 furlongs. I’m 

hopeful though not expectant but would not be interested at his current price. 

More attractive at the odds is Whitmore, another to have won over seven panels this 

season, and who has the rail draw and a midfield run style for a ground-saving ‘pounce 

late’ trip. That is exactly how he claimed the G1 Forego Stakes two runs ago, beating a 

high class field including City Of Light and the re-opposing Limousine Liberal. 

Limousine Liberal is another late type, the problem being that more often than not he is 

too late, running on into the frame after the bird has flown. His Churchill Downs record of 

six wins from eight starts is excellent, more so when you note he’s won his last five 

straight at the track. However, four of that quintet were at seven furlongs. His record at 

six is 12-3-4-3 – still pretty tidy. A wide post is sub-optimal meaning he may be playing 

for a place as per usual. 

Warrior’s Club is owned by the Churchill Downs Racing Club, though is only one from 

eleven at the track (four further places). He doesn’t look good enough for all that he’d be 

a fairy tale winner for his owners as well as for the 83-year-old trainer, D. Wayne Lukas. 

Distinctive B, Roy H’s barn mate, has been steadily progressive this season, but is 

surely in here as a spoiler. He’s likely to make a bid for the lead – locking on to Warrior’s 

Club, Promises Fulfilled and maybe Imperial Hint – a tactic which should play right into 

the hands of his better fancied Rockingham Ranch runner. 

The field is completed by Always Sunshine, a six-furlong specialist, and B Squared, 

who has mainly raced at a mile and/or on turf this season. Neither look remotely good 

enough. 

Trends Contenders:  
Whitmore, Imperial Hint, Limousine Liberal, Roy H 

Form Contenders:  
Promises Fulfilled, Imperial Hint, Roy H, Whitmore 
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Sprint Selection:  
Tactics look like playing a fair part in the outcome of this race. Allied to available prices, 

I am concerned for the chance of Promises Fulfilled. He may be good enough to fend off 

the early pace contention but at 5/1 he’s under-priced I feel. 

Imperial Hint is sufficiently versatile tactically to rein back if necessary, and Roy H will be 

played later; that pair have fine prospects of reprising their 1-2 from last season. 

But the each way value, and worth playing in exactas with the above trio, is Whitmore. 

He’s a Grade 1 winner this year, is consistent, stays this far and a bit further, and has a 

rail draw to assist a ground-saving trip. 9/1 seems reasonably good value. 

Suggestion: 

Back Whitmore each way with bet365 at 9/1 (1/4 123) 
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7.36pm GMT: Breeders Cup Mile (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (34 renewals to date) 
✓ The last 16 winners had 4-6 seasonal starts 

✓ 15/16 winners since 2002 had 2+ mile turf wins (exception, Karakontie 2014) 

✓ Repeat winners common (Miesque, Lure, Da Hoss, Goldikova, Wise Dan) 

✓ 15 of the last 22 were US winners; other 7 all French-trained (UK/Ire 0 for 62 since 

1995, and 0 for 21, 0 placed, in the five CD Miles during that time) 

✓ Only Goldikova (x3) and Karakontie have stemmed US dominance since 2004 

✓ 7/9 3yo winners were Euros (4 fillies); 11/12 5+yo winners were US (exc Goldi #3) 

✓ Euro G1 win important, US any Graded win  

✓ 22 of the last 24 ran 123 last time, or finished within 4L of the winner 

✓ Career record at 1m of BC Mile winners since 2002: Runs 130, 1st 75 (58%), 2nd 29 

(22%) 

✓ Thus, the last 15 BC Mile winners had a collective 80% 1-2 record at the distance  

✓ No front runner has been 1st or 2nd since 2000 

 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Unclear is the best description of the pace setup for the Mile. Oscar Performance went 

wire to wire in a Grade 1 last time, but he’s versatile and may not try to lead this time. 

Aidan’s Happily and Sir Michael’s Mustashry also led last time but are also not habitual 

early players. Luck in the run is always needed in this race, but that may be especially 

true for the 2018 renewal. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/120 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
A race I find very hard to get right. The one thing I will certainly be doing is discarding 

any British- or Irish-trained runner, which is half of the field of fourteen. Why? Because 

the last horse to be trained in either of those countries to win this race was Ridgewood 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/120
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Pearl in 1995, 23 years ago. Since then, 62 runners from Britain or Ireland have gone to 

post. And in the five Churchill Downs renewals, no British or Irish-trained runner has 

even made the frame, from 21 to try! 

That hoodoo will snap at some point, entirely possibly on Saturday night, but that is not 

really the way to bet. Thus I’m against Expert Eye (trip – I think he’s better at seven 

furlongs, ground, price), I Can Fly/Happily/Gustav Klimt (if you’ve got three for the 

race you probably haven’t got any), One Master (trip), Lightning Spear (ground) and 

Mustashry (ability). If I’m wrong, so be it. But if I’m right I’ve just eliminated half of the 

field and a number of fancied runners. 

The French have a very good record, making Polydream far trickier to ignore. She was 

very impressive when winning the Group 1 Prix Maurice de Gheest, albeit over 6 ½ 

furlongs; and the Foret last time was a prep for this. Freddy Head has made that move 

with Goldikova coming into the Breeders’ Cup Mile and he is reprising the tactic for 

Polydream. 

She has an electric turn of foot and handles soft ground well. The trip is an odd one: she’ll 

stay a mile based on her two-year-old form but she’s raced exclusively at shorter in three 

runs since flopping in the French 1000 Guineas on seasonal debut. 

She is apparently training well, and her groom is extremely bullish, for whatever that is 

worth. 11/4 is saver territory at least. She is a late scratch. 

But I’m looking to the home team. They have won six of the last seven renewals of this 

race, as well as the four prior to Goldikova’s triple triumph. Better still, the local 

favourite, Oscar Performance, may compromise his chance by running from the front, a 

tactic which has left every horse to deploy it off the exacta ticket since the turn of the 

century. 

Winner of the Juvenile Turf on a yielding track in 2016, Brian Lynch’s four-year-old son of 

Kitten’s Joy was campaigned at middle distances last year. Having failed to see out the 

twelve-furlong trip he’s reverted to mile races with some success, including an all the 

way score in the Woodbine Mile, a prep race which has been responsible for seven BC 

Mile winners. 

Oscar Performance is not a ‘need the lead’ type and he’d certainly be dangerous if 

shadowing the early pace and getting first run at the business end. He’s 7/1 in a place 

and looks sure to go off shorter as the main domestic hope. 

Incredibly, it is 20/1 about the second US horse in the market, Chad Brown’s Analyze It. 

A winner of three straight at the start of his career, he’s now lost four in a row; three by 

fine margins (neck, head, neck) before a five-length beating in the Shadwell Turf Mile.  

His numbers are not brilliant either so, while I have utmost respect for his trainer and 

recognise the scope for more to come after just seven lifetime starts, he doesn’t scream 

‘improver’ to me. 

His vanquisher that last day, Next Shares, is interesting. He won the Shadwell by over 

three lengths to round out a one mile Grade 1 form profile of 2731. Even when seventh he 
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endured a tough route through, fanning six wide into the straight and was still only 

beaten four lengths. He’s drawn toward the rail, which may not be the place to be, but as 

a confirmed mid-pack runner he might be able to angle out a touch. 25/1 could be worth 

the risk. 

John Sadler’s Catapult is 33/1 and comes here off a pair of Grade 2 victories at Del Mar. 

This track is very different to that one and Catapult has been beaten all three starts on 

softer than good. 

Chad Brown’s second bullet is Almanaar. Formerly with Freddie Head, he’s shown 

improved form for the application of Lasix and has a first and a second in Grade 1 

company in the past two seasons. It was a disappointing effort on his first start off a layoff 

in the Shadwell but he can be expected to step forward somewhat for that. The worry 

would be the ground: he never won on soft in France and that last day clunk in his US 

career was the only time he didn’t race on firm turf. 

That leaves Divisidero, who drew in when Hunt was scratched midweek. A third horse in 

the race by top US turf sire, Kitten’s Joy (Roaring Lion is also by him), Kelly Rubley’s 

consistent miler is three from four on the Churchill lawn, including two Grade 1’s. He 

might not be quite as good as he was, but he’s a 50/1 shot and might be bigger on the 

day. 

Trends Contenders:  
Oscar Performance, Catapult 

Form Contenders:  
Polydream 

Mile Selection:  
Very tricky. I do like Polydream, whose form at shorter trips is very high class. She 

could travel like a dream and just sprint away from them. Given she’s working well here 

and trainer Freddy Head is delighted with her, she has to be on the ticket. Non-runner. 

And I also want to take a flyer on an American runner who will go on the expected soft 

ground. Almanaar probably won’t, likewise Catapult and potentially Oscar Performance 

as well. That leaves Analyze It and Next Shares, both of whom are worth a small interest 

at 20/1 and 25/1 respectively. 

Suggestions: 

Back Analyze It 20/1 Ladbrokes and/or Next Shares 25/1 Skybet (1/5 1234) each way 
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8.16pm GMT: Breeders Cup Distaff (1m1f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (34 renewals to date) 
✓ 27/34 won by 3 or 4yo's (17 straight prior to Beholder ’16 and Forever Unbridled ‘17) 

✓ 17/34 won by 4yo's (including 10 of the last 16) 

✓ 33/34 finished top 3 or within 4L of winner last time out 

✓ 20 of the last 27 winners ran 6-8 times in the year (’16 winner, 5 times; ’17 winner 

twice) 

✓ 24/30 1m1f Distaff winners had won at the distance already 

✓ Layoff: 28/34 35 days or less ago (all since 1998, except 3 of last 4 winners) 

✓ 23/30 1m1f Distaff winners had won a Grade 1 

✓ The favourite is 14/34 (41% SR) 

✓ 32/34 had recorded a Beyer of 100+  

✓ Beldame responsible for 4/8 CD Distaff winners 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
There is no guaranteed pace angle in the Distaff, which is rare for a US dirt race of any 

description. Blue Prize led last time and might get an easy time of it if trying to replicate: 

that would appear her best chance in a race where One Dreamer scored a massive upset 

in 1994 when adopting similar tactics. Pace pressers are favourite Monomoy Girl, hung 

out widest of all, and Bob Baffert’s Vale Dori, and they might get ‘first dibs’ in what look 

like being swift closing sectionals. Equally, one of them may make an earlier move if the 

pace is slack. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/126 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
This doesn’t look a vintage renewal. Favourite, Monomoy Girl, has had an excellent 

season, the three-year-old having finished first past the post in nine of her ten career 

starts. However, she was (rightly) disqualified last time when coming right across 

Midnight Bisou in the Cotillion, where she had just a neck to spare at the line. 

Winner of the Kentucky Oaks in May, and two from two at the trip, she has a lot of form in 

the book; but she did look like a filly that had had a hard season last time there. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/126
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Nevertheless, if she breaks on terms from her wide post, and runs her race, she’ll be 

thereabouts. 

Abel Tasman is the Baffert first string. She’s three from four at the nine furlong trip, her 

other distance run being second in this race last year. She was the likely favourite until 

running inexplicably badly last time out, and now has to do something only one of the 34 

Distaff winners has done: overcome missing the frame or finishing within four lengths of 

the winner last time. If she bounces back, she’ll nearly win. If… 

The winner that last day, in the Zenyatta Stakes, was Baffert barn mate, Vale Dori. Now 

six, she had an excellent year in 2017, but has been a way below that this term. Horses 

her age don’t generally win this race (just 3 of 34, including Beholder in 2016 and the 

upset One Dreamer in 1994). 

The aforementioned Midnight Bisou’s form ties in closely with the favourite. As well as 

that neck reversal last time, she was second again to Monomoy Girl in the CCA Oaks and 

third to the same rival in the Kentucky Oaks. The gap has been closed and it might be 

that Midnight Bisou is the slightly fresher filly, though she too has had a long tough 

season. It was a clear speed figure best last time, and there has also to be a question 

about whether she can back that up. 

An interesting one is Blue Prize. Trained by unfashionable Ignaceo Correas, this five-

year-old mare has won three in a row, most recently the Grade 1 Spinster Stakes at 

Keeneland, here in Kentucky. Her Churchill record is three wins and two seconds from 

five runs, and she has been in the frame in all eight of her nine furlong races, winning 

four of them.  

She’s a strong travelling mare and finishes her races off well, though she did wander all 

over the track last time, appearing to resent (the fairly liberal use of) the whip. All things 

considered, with question marks about the top of the market, the 16/1 is tempting. As a 

home town horse, she’ll likely be a good bit shorter on the day. 

Champagne Problems is quite evenly matched with Blue Prize on recent form, and she 

might also try for the early lead from her berth in stall one. She’s been quietly 

progressive this term and would be far from an outlandish result, but she may just be 

over-faced in this field. 

Shipping from Southern California is La Force, who was running down Vale Dori last 

time in the Zenyatta. She’d have won in another half furlong, the difference in distance 

between that race and this, and has been solid in G1 company this year. Indeed, she’s 

notched three second places in a row, recording a couple of 99 Beyers in the process.  

As a four-year-old she may have a little more to give but a lifetime record of just two wins 

from 22 starts tells its own story at Championship level. 

The three-year-old filly, Wonder Gadot, split Monomoy Girl and Midnight Bisou in the 

Kentucky Oaks seven months ago, but has been beaten four lengths and more in her last 

four starts: she looks over the top for the season as she prepares for her eleventh race of 

the campaign. 
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Another interesting runner, saddled by Chad Brown, is Wow Cat. Formerly raced in 

Chile, where she was unbeaten in eight starts including their 1000 Guineas and St Leger, 

she has had a light three race campaign in 2018. Two quiet runs were followed most 

recently by a G1 score in the Beldame over the Distaff distance.  

I wasn’t convinced by her finishing effort there, though it is reasonable to expect that 

Brown has saved a little to work on between then and now. Still, she has ten lengths to 

make up with Abel Tasman’s A game on Personal Ensign running two starts back. 

The others – Verve’s Tale, Mopotism, and Fuhriously Kissed – don’t look good enough for 

this. 

Trends Contenders:  
La Force, Midnight Bisou, Monomoy Girl 

Form Contenders:  
Monomoy Girl, Midnight Bisou, Abel Tasman, Blue Prize 

Distaff Selection: 
Either of Monomoy Girl or Abel Tasman could win this, but both were unconvincing most 

recently and as such do not represent a value play. Midnight Bisou could turn the tables 

on Monomoy Girl but, again, that is well factored in to her price of 5/1.  

The value looks like Blue Prize. 16/1 feels too big about a home town runner who is 

bombproof at the track and trip and who comes into this on a four-timer. 

Suggestion: 

Blue Prize each way at 16/1 general (365 ¼ 1-2-3) 
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8.56pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf (1m4f, Turf) 

Key Trends (34 renewals to date) 
✓ 23/24 winners to have raced at the distance had been at least 2nd (Found in 2015 the 

exception) 

✓ Layoff: US 35 days or less; Euro any 

✓ 34/34 aged 3-5yo; 6yo+ 0/50 (inc 2016 fav, Flintshire) 

✓ Euro 3yo's 7; US 3yo's 2 (last one in 1989) 

✓ 26/34 won G1 that season (7/8 exceptions were Euro, & averaged 13/1) 

✓ 11/21 Euro winners last ran in the Arc (not often the 'obvious' one) 

✓ Arc winners are 0/6 in same season (including Golden Horn, odds on in 2015) 

✓ 8 US winners ran in Joe Hirsch, six of them winning that key prep 

✓ 22/24 since '94 had 3-8 starts - 3-4; 4 or 5-6; 6 to 8-12 (5 of last 7 had 6-8 seasonal 

runs) 

✓ Every winner to have had at least two 1m4f runs won or was 100% ITM at the distance 

✓ Europe 6 (including last 4) US 2 at CD 

 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
I don’t really know about the Argentinian horse, which means that – assuming Enable 

doesn’t go from the front (she has done in two of her last four races) – Glorious Empire 

and Hunting Horn, the latter a possible pace maker to test the US horses’ stamina are 

most likely to go on. Approximately half the field are perennial late runners, which may 

make for some hard luck stories as they get in each other’s ways. 

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/122 for bio’s and race videos 

Summary: 
This looks like a Premier League versus Conference National mismatch: the European 

challenge is top class and the domestic resistance token. I’ll be surprised if Europe 

doesn’t claim at least the trifecta places, and probably the superfecta as well. The 

challenge, of course, is to identify the order. 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/122
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Enable on top. She’s just an incredible filly. A second win in the Arc when, according to 

her trainer, she was only 85% fit gave her the chance to show her battling qualities. We 

already know about her class; and we know she’s seven-from-seven at the distance; and 

we know she will handle soft ground (she won the 2017 Arc on that); and we know she 

should handle the tight turns (she won Cheshire Oaks at Chester). 

What we don’t know is whether she has had enough for the season: in spite of only 

having had two runs, she has been in and out of training all year, and with the weather 

turning she’s racing later in the year than any run since her Newcastle maiden romp in 

2016. 

This race has an infamous record for dethroning reigning Arc champions – the likes of 

Golden Horn and Dancing Brave in their number – so I won’t be recommending a win bet 

on Enable. But I do think she’ll be very, very hard to beat. 

I liked Waldgeist as her chief threat, and have had my biggest bet of the meeting, each 

way, on him. But he’s not impressed me, or others, at the track here and I feel there’s a 

good chance I’ve done my dough. On form, he has to make the frame, his 1 ¾ length 

fourth in the Arc supplementing earlier wins in the G2 Prix Foy and the G1 Grand Prix de 

Saint-Cloud. Soft ground is no bother, and Andre Fabre is a master trainer who brought 

Talismanic across to win the Breeders’ Cup Turf last term. Hopefully he’ll bring his A 

game on the day: if he does he’ll give Enable most to think about. 

So what of Talismanic? This has been the target all season, and his groom – who is in the 

same hotel bar as me most nights – is bullish, though perhaps more with his coeur than 

his tête. The defending champion, now five, was given a prep and no more in running 

down the field in the Arc. 

While he has won a little race on heavy, his Pattern race form on good to soft or worse 

reads 452231. That’s not terrible, far from it, but it’s not as good as his quicker ground 

form. He’s bidding to become only the third repeat winner of the Turf, after High 

Chaparral (including a dead heat) and Conduit. 

A bigger threat might come from Aidan O’Brien’s Magical. The three-year-old daughter 

of, you guessed it, Galileo is out of a Pivotal mare. She was a revelation last time in the 

Champions’ Day Filly and Mare race, beating high class yardstick Coronet and (a slightly 

sub-par) Lah Ti Dar. She’s had a light campaign and looks very likely to go well. 

Hunting Horn is a weird one. He won his maiden on heavy, beating subsequent Irish 

Derby winner, Latrobe, a neck. His only win thereafter was in the Group 3 Hampton 

Court Stakes at Royal Ascot, though he’s been well travelled since. Indeed, he has had 

two tries in America already – in the Belmont Derby and the Secretariat Stakes – faring no 

better than third. The fact he acts on heavy is notable given the weather these last few 

days, but he can’t be compared with the other Euros on a form basis. 

The home team looks middling. Channel Maker and/or Glorious Empire could attempt 

to stack them up from the front, and that might be their best chance of glory. But surely 

Hunting Horn will go forward in that scenario.  
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Channel Maker won the Joe Hirsch, the leading domestic trial, making all on a soft track. 

In fact, he’s two from two on soft turf which is a plus. Glorious Empire too won a couple of 

handicaps on soft when trained in Britain by Ed Walker, and followed those up with a soft 

ground score in the Grade 2 Bowling Green Stakes two runs ago. There may not be much 

between the pair but third or fourth ought to be the best they can hope for. 

Robert Bruce and Sadler’s Joy look like they don’t enjoy a muddy lawn, but the 

impossible to quantify Brazilian raider, Quarteto de Cordas, has multiple scores on 

heavy back home, including a Group 1 at this trip. As I say, I have no clue how that form 

translates – most likely, not too well – but he’s looked in great shape on the course this 

week and might be worth including ‘underneath’ in those trifectas and supers. 

Trends Contenders:  
Talismanic, Magical, Waldgeist 

Form Contenders:  
Enable, Magical, Waldgeist 

Turf Selection: 
This is Enable’s race to lose. She’s clear on every level and I really hope she wins it. But 

she’s 4/7, and who has enough sevens to try to bag some fours? Not me. 

So I’ll be playing exotics to differing stakes, featuring Enable, Waldgeist and Magical in 

the top two slots; Waldgeist, Magical, Hunting Horn, and Channel Maker in third; and 

those third slot runners with Channel Maker, Glorious Empire and the Brazilian dark 

horse (he is a dark horse, by the way) in fourth. 

Devil take the hindmost! 

Suggestion: 

Back Enable to beat Waldgeist/Magical, and get your hands dirty with some 

permutation exotic action. Mostly though, hopefully we can enjoy the procession and 

coronation of Queen Enable. 
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9.44pm GMT: Breeders Cup Classic (1m2f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (34 renewals so far) 
✓ All of the last 17 Classic winners had 3-8 runs that season 

✓ 33/34 ran 1-2-3 LTO (20 x 1st; 8 x 2nd; 5 x 3rd) 

✓ 30/34 won a G1 that season 

✓ 34/34 aged 3-5 (6yo+ 0/31) – 3yo 12 wins; 4yo 14 wins; 5yo 8 wins. 

✓ 20 of last 29 posted stamina (6f+) workout since last run 

✓ 10/11 40+ day layoffs posted Bullet AND/OR Stamina works since last run 

✓ 9/12 3yo winners ran in at least one Triple Crown race (1 exception was a Euro, 1 

was 2016 winner, Arrogate) 

✓ 20 of the last 23 posted 100+ Beyer last time but below previous best (Arrogate 

massive 122 LTO in 2016, Gun Runner 115 LTO in 2017) 

✓ Where no distance form, check breeding for stamina credentials 

✓ 8/8 CD Classic winners had either won ‘on the road’ (7) and/or had experience of 

CD (4) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 
Not sure how this plays out. Surely Mendelssohn doesn’t go mad on the front again, 

though perhaps he will; and add in Catholic Boy or maybe Thunder Snow. But then, if 

there are no takers, perhaps going forward will be a smart play.  

Key Trials: 
See http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/119 for bio’s and race videos   

Summary: 
As open a Classic as there has been for years. It is difficult to be bullish about much in 

what is a fiendish handicapping puzzle; but what I am fairly confident of is that 

Accelerate will not win. 

Yes, he’s been highly impressive in blitzing his rivals the last thrice, and putting up a 

couple of numbers which most of his rivals cannot aspire to. But… 

http://www.breederscup.com/contenders/119
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He has done all his winning at home in Southern California. The only time he left the 

sunshine state, he got beaten at Oaklawn Park. That defeat was in an eleven runner field, 

and the only other time he’s encountered double digits from the gate was in last year’s 

Dirt Mile where he was whacked. 

Moreover, he has started tardily in his last two races and, if repeating that quirk here, 

will have a lot to do from his outside draw in stall 14. Finally, John Sadler is 0 from 41 in 

Breeders’ Cups going into this year’s event. He’s as short as 3/1 and as long as 4/1. I’ll 

lay you either! (But keep in mind that I wanted to get Gun Runner this time last year, and 

that didn’t end well…!!) 

Vying for favouritism in some books is Bob Baffert’s McKinzie. Baffert won this three 

times in 2014-2016, with a three-year-old each time. This son of Street Sense fits that bill: 

he’s lightly raced and progressive and put up a career best last time when winning the 

Pennsylvania Derby over nine furlongs.  

If those are the plusses, we need to know that he did flash his tail in that last day win and 

he has never run over ten furlongs so isn’t guaranteed to see it out. But he has a good 

draw and ‘Money’ Mike Smith doing the steering. I backed him a while back at a fancy 

price, but I don’t think I’d back him at the 5/1 he is now. 

Baffert also runs West Coast, last year’s Classic third. He too came into this race off a win 

in the Penn Derby last term, and the Classic was the first of three big runs in defeat – the 

other pair being second places in the Pegasus and Dubai World Cups. Since then, we’ve 

seen West Coast just once, when second again, this time in the G1 Awesome Again 

Stakes behind Accelerate. That was a solid effort albeit in a slowish time, and he’d be a 

player if back to his form this time last year. 

Catholic Boy has mixed up turf and dirt with some panache this season, being good 

enough to win Grade 1’s at the ten furlong Classic trip on both surfaces. He’s a 

progressive three-year-old who has not been over-raced this season, and comes here on 

a four-timer. 

He was much too good for Mendelssohn in the Travers last time, and that run gives him a 

serious chance here. He’s been off for 70 days since, that longish layoff having been the 

approach taken by the last three Classic winners. It would have been good to have seen 

a bit more zest in his recent workouts, however, to confirm wellbeing. 

I’m afraid I give Roaring Lion no chance. I don’t think his trainer would have brought 

him here if the owner hadn’t insisted; I don’t think he’ll handle the dirt surface (strong 

turf pedigree); I don’t think he’s had an easy season; and I don’t think he should be close 

to a single figure price. 

It will be an incredible performance from the Lion to even make the frame, and I’ll be 

delighted to be proved wrong, but he is not for me. Not at all. 

Mendelssohn has at least shown an aptitude for the dirt. He’s been across the Atlantic 

and back four times this year and made the frame in each of his first three trips. But he’s 

failed to win. Last time out he had a super-hard race in the Jockey Club Gold Cup: there 

he took on Diversify for the lead and the pair of them blazed ridiculously unsustainable 
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fractions for the first three-quarters of a mile before paying dearly in the home stretch. 

Discreet Lover just edged out Thunder Snow to be the main beneficiary. 

Ryan Moore might be able to get his own way in the lead this time, but even if he does, 

he doesn’t look quite good enough for the top spot. 

Of the Euro trio, I’d favour Thunder Snow. He finished off really well in that Jockey Club 

Gold Cup, is versatile tactically (as he showed when making all to win decisively in the 

Dubai World Cup), and he looks fantastic and is training really well just now.  

He’s not been out of the first two in six fast dirt runs and has an overall dirt surface form 

tally of 11P21212. 16/1 in a place looks interesting. 

A couple of horses stretching out to this trip for the first time Mind Your Biscuits and 

Yoshida. The former ran a good third in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint last year, and has since 

stepped up from six furlongs to nine furlongs where he bagged the G3 Lukas Classic last 

time. While that was a decisive score, he beat little of note, second place being claimed 

by the veteran Jamie Osborne plodder, Toast Of New York (who runs in the Marathon, 

after the last BC race on Friday, by the way). 

I don’t think Mind Your Biscuits will stay ten furlongs, but he will be a contender if he 

does. 

Yoshida is a lot more interesting for me. Trained in New York by Bill Mott, the man who 

trained the last Classic winner at Churchill Downs (Drosselmeyer in 2011), Yoshida had 

been running exclusively on turf prior to a maiden dirt spin last time out. That was in the 

Grade 1 Woodward Stakes, a race he won going away by two lengths from reliable deep 

closer Gunnevera (six length fifth in last year’s Classic). 

Yoshida charted a very wide course into the straight in that Saratoga race and was value 

for a little more than the winning two length margin. He’s unexposed on the surface, 

should stay the trip, and if he gets a clear enough passage could make the frame or 

better. 

The rest don’t look good enough, though if Collected snuck into the race – he’s currently 

first reserve – and wheeled back to his best form of last year, he’d be attractively priced. 

Trends Contenders:  
Thunder Snow, McKinzie, West Coast, Gunnevera, Mendelssohn, Mind Your Biscuits 

Form Contenders:  
Accelerate, McKinzie, West Coast, Yoshida, Catholic Boy 

Classic Selection:  
As you can see from the range of names above, this looks an open renewal. I am far from 

convinced that the sunshine boys from the west coast – including, erm, West Coast! – will 

be enjoying this cool wet weather, and I want to take them on, despite having backed 

McKinzie at a big price a while back. 
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The pair I like are Thunder Snow and Yoshida, both at each way prices. The former is 

very consistent on dirt and has tactical versatility to mitigate an ostensibly poor draw 

down towards the rail. The latter is completely unexposed on the surface and showed 

improved form on his first stab at the game. He’ll be running late for a trainer who knows 

how to win this race at this track. 

Suggestion: 

Back Yoshida 12/1 general and/or Thunder Snow 16/1 Coral each way  


